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Starting from static constrained Hartree-Fock solutions, a numerically tractable method is proposed to study
the inner excitation of a nucleus during collective deformations like fission. A prescription is proposed to
determine the dynamics of one collective degree of freedom.

NIJCLEAH REACTIONS Fission from saddle to scission, time-dependent equa-
tions, constrained Hartree-Bogoliubov solutions as basis. Trajectory for col-

lective variable from energy conservation.

There has been considerable interest in time-
dependent Hartree-Bogoliubov calculations as a
method for studying collective dynamics. The
wave function, at every point in time, is written
in the form of a BCS ground state with the single-
particle functions p„(r) and the pairing weights u„
and v„determined "optimally. "' A number of
practical difficulties have been encountered with
the implementation of the program, particularly
with respect to the choice of initial conditions. We
have Do doubt that the problems are solvable. The
purpose of this note, however, is to present an
alternative approach, in the same spirit, which is
numerically tractable and perhaps richer in con-
tent.

Static, constrained Hartree-Bogoliubov (CHB)
solutions are now becoming available through the
efforts of several groups. ' These can be utilized
as a representation for dynamic time-dependent
calculations in a manner already demonstrated by
the present authors in model calculations. ' These
calculations do not describe only adiabatic effects
(as in time-dependent Hartree-Bogoliubov (HB)
calculations), but also allow for nonadiabatic ex-
citation (viscosity).

The formalism developed here is rather analo-
gous to atomic collisions and molecular vibrations
described in the adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer)
representation. Although we have set the discus-

sion in the context of CHB, we could have chosen
any appropriate constrained approximation as a
basis, including exact solutions which have a cer-
tain deformation. For vibrational motion or fis-
sion dynamics, however, it is important to include
pairing effects.

The starting point of constrained calculations is
minimization of the expectation value of the many-
body Hamiltonian II subject to the constraint that
the expectation value of some operator, say Q, be
fixed. We may regard Q as the quadrupole oper-
ator, but it may be more general than that. This
is equivalent to minimizing the expectation value
of

where A. is a Lagrangian multiplier. Because of
d(H)/d(Q) = —A. this parameter vanishes at equilib-
rium~ points (maxima and minima of the deformed
ground state energy as function of @)). In general
(If),(Q), and other quantities are not single valued
functions of A.. Therefore, we introduce another
collective variable n, which could be (g), and note
that A. (o.) is a single valued function. We take ap-
proximate solutions to

X~n, n) =Z„(o.) ln, o.)
as basis states. These functions form a complete
orthonormal set for each o. =n(t).
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We construct a time-dependent wave function

lp(t)) = P c (t)„expI —t Z„( te(t')1 PP (e te(t))
n

with E„to be adjusted later. The c„(t) are deter-
mined by setting to zero the variation 5/5 c„(t) of
the integral

tion in time are the functions of the static problem
Q„(a),u„(a),v„(a)), E„(a), A. (a), and initial con-
ditions, and a(t). Here g„(a) are single-particle
wave functions. A method for advancing (7) in time
is given in Ref. 3.

In order to determine a(t) we utilize conserva-
tion of energy for the Schrodinger equation

—&a) =o,d
dt

I= d 4t H —i88t +t (4)

This leads immediately to the coupled equations

tc„= Q (,eel( tt- &t/0ee)l 'e, c-)„0„())
n~

t
xc„,exp i (E„—E„,)dt'

where

&ff) =a(t)

c„'@+X n e n' e
n &n'

t
x exp i (E„E„t)dt-' .

We define

E„(a)= &n, a lain, a&

=E„+x&n,a IqIn, a&.

Using (1), we find

(tc+t t) - o' —
)nI &n

xc„.exp i (E„E„,)dt' .- (6)

icn = n, e X -ibad Be n', e
n'&n

xc„.exp i „-E„,dt' .

The matrix elements involve only single-particle
operators. All that is needed to advance the equa-

Equation (6) is the exact Schrodinger equation if
the basis set is complete. We now make two ap-
proximations in the context of the CHB procedure:
(1) We restrict consideration to the Hilbert space
consisting of the (deformed) ground state of K and
two quasiparticle (2qp) excitations. In the CHB
basis, K has no matrix elements between the
ground state and 2qp excitations.
(2) We ignore matrix elements &2qp'IX I2qp). In
principle, these matrix elements exist, coming
from the part of the Hamiltonian which contains
four quasiparticle operators. This part is usually
neglected in the HB procedure. In dropping these
matrix elements, we still preserve the possibility
of real quasiparticle excitations. (The more am-
bitious calculator may well find it feasible to keep
these terms which, while generally cumbersome to
store and handle, may still be tractable when a
Skyrme force is used. )

We are now left with

Energy is not conserved automatically, since the
restricted basis depends on time via the deforma-
tion. As proposed in Ref. 3, we can implement
energy conservation numerically at each time step
as follows: Consider that a solution is at hand to
some time t, and one wishes to advance to time
t+t0, t. Try successively (say) two values of $,
namely e, and e, which are assumed appropriate
to the midpoint t + ~t0. t for advancing Eq. (7)
[a(t+2ht) is also required]. These will lead, re-
spectively, to two values $, (t+tt. t) and $,(t+ ht) of
the energy. Linear interpolation yields

a(t+-.'~t) = [(&a&-h,)~.+ g, -&~&)a,].
(10)

This can be iterated if higher accuracy is re-
quired.

In Ref. 3, where this method was proposed, we
used a classical residual, collective mass term
zBpe for the protons for the determination of
a(t+,'~t).

It is necessary to assume some initial set of am-
plitudes c„(0). The initial h(0) is not important,
since e will be determined at the next half s; p by
energy conservation. However, the c„(0) can rea-
sonably be assumed to be the first order time-de-
pendent perturbation expression by assuming some
a (0):

(o) — "
(o)

&"' '~'"~ &, n~ o
n

Z/2

c,(0) = ((—Q 'Ic„(0)l
n



where we have assumed starting at an equilibrium
point A. =0. Conditions (11) represent, in first
order, minimum excitation energy conditions for
a given h. The energy constant for all times is
determined by the c (0). The new h( 2b, t) may be
somewhat different from the assumed jy(0) because
of failure of first-order perturbation theory, but
henceforth a (t) should be a smooth function of

time.
The use of a CHB basis set permits the calcula-

tion of classical dynamics along a one-dimensional
trajectory in a manner which is numerically tract-
able. The method should be of special interest in
the problem of fission, since it not only yields
(implicitly) the inertia but also intrinsic excitation
(viscosity).
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